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By reading this document, you assume all risks 

associated with using the advice given below, with a full 

understanding that you, solely, are responsible for 

anything that may occur as a result of putting this 

information into action in any way, and regardless of 

your interpretation of the advice 
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Introduction 
Before we dig into purposely repurposing your content 

for Pinterest and beyond, let me introduce myself to 

you. 

-Mom 

-Wife to McDreamy – (13 years later and that man still 

has me whooped!) 

-Social Media Specialist 

-Virtual Events Specialist 

-Affiliate Marketer 

-Mom Blogger 

-The Las Vegas Tweetup 

This is how I like to describe myself, my kids however, 

like to call me crazy lady: 

Imagine if you will... kidding... 
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I’m not your typical Mom blogger (although, there may 

be a perception about typical but I think we’re all pretty 

unique in our own right, don’t you?). 

I am a Social Media Marketing / Virtual Events Specialist 

who Geeks on Internet Marketing and is a loyal die-hard 

WordPress.org fanatic! 

I like to enjoy a good glass of wine or cup of coffee 

(quite possibly in that order). 

There you have it, it is nice to meet you. 
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It took some prodding and nudging from my friend Kim 

Doyal The WordPress Chick to join Pinterest, I don’t 

know how many invites she sent me before I accepted 

the prized beta invite everyone else was dying for.  

My first reaction was why do I want to pin pretty 

images?  Great Kim, thanks a lot it’s not like I didn’t 

have the shiny object syndrome bad enough and a total 

lack of focus.  With me it is not focus, focus, focus, 

squirrel.  It is squirrel, squirrel, squirrel, oh there you 

are focus. 

Then the light bulb that lives in my head came on.  Talk 

about being in awe, you mean to tell me I can pin an 

image from my site and a link will go with it. Then if 

someone repins my image my link travels with it or if 

they click on my image they will be directed to my site?  

Not just images but videos off of YouTube (which was 

the only one at that time, Vimeo now pins and plays in 

Pinterest).  I was like a kid in a candy store, because I 

love Camtasia and I loved to make screen cast videos 

for products I was promoting as an affiliate and upload 

them to YouTube.  

Needless to say I was able to focus and focus I did, I 

created a webinar all about my new love Pinterest.  

That is the first product I created that made money!  I 
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resold the replay on my website for $7 then when sales 

slowed down I sold it in Fiverr.   

Now that you know a little bit about me let’s jump into 

the benefits that I have found when repurposing my 

content for Pinterest and also repurposing my pins from 

Pinterest. 

What kind of content does Pinterest consist of?  Yes I 

know images, videos, etc.  But that is not the answer I 

am looking for from you.  Pinterest consists of curated 

content. 

Ask yourself, who or what do you know loves curated 

content?  Google loves curated content.    

Now ask yourself this:  Who better to curate content 

then the contents creator?  I should have put a 

disclaimer above that you were entering my mind and 

just like Alice I tend to go down rabbit holes, eventually 

I do get to my point. 

Ok ask yourself:  Who better to curate my content then 

me since I am the creator of my content?  Ponder that 

while I move on to my next thought. 

Well curated Pinterest pins and boards are flirtatious.  

They flirt with Google and just like any man Google 
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takes the bait.  Google indexes pins and boards on 

Pinterest and associates a page rank with them.  

 

How does one accomplish the creation of such boards 

and pins?  We will discuss this throughout this report.  

After all flirting is an art.  

Did I mention I am a conference Junky?  In 2012 

Blogalicious came to Las Vegas and I had the privilege of 

meeting Stacy Teet 260,604 Pinterest Followers.   I must 

have been living in a cave, while attending Blogalicious I 

met so many amazing Mom Bloggers that live here in 

Vegas, my own backyard.  Wendy Walker Cushing aka 

@Wendyshat 29,524 followers on Pinterest, 18,920 

pins, 124 boards, and 17,189 have her in Google+ 

circles. (These numbers have probably increased) 
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Because of their abilities to curate aka flirt with Google 

on Pinterest both of these women have been 

recognized with speaking gigs, guest pinning for brands, 

and are paid to manage Pinterest accounts for others.  

Along with receiving amazing amounts of traffic to their 

sites where they earn money through sponsored posts, 

ads, and affiliate products. 

Both of these women’s blog topics are lifestyle. I will 

include their links at the end of this report.  I’ve 

mentioned them so you can visit their Pinterest 

accounts and see how they have their boards organized 

and optimized, so you too can flirt with Google. 

Pinterest allows you to curate because it is a curation 

site for your visually appealing content.  As a curator of 

your content, (remember earlier I asked who better 

then you to curate your content) do you stop at 

Pinterest?  I wouldn’t if I where you. 

Now once you have created and beautified / Search 

Engine Optimized your pins and boards with Keyword 

rich names and descriptions you are not done curating.  
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First here are some of the ways Pinterest is curating for 

you:  

The Pin It button 

The Like button 

The Website button  

The Send button (option to send to a user or email) 

The Share button (where you can share or others can)  

Link at the bottom of the pin to the website 

The option to follow the whole board that the image is 

on  

The other pins from widget 
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I threw a question out on Google+ with the hashtag 

#Pinterest about the benefits of repurposing your 

Pinterest pins (besides traffic) and Cynthia Sanchez 

from OhSoPinteresting.com responded.    
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I will get to the answer, but first when I tell you to follow 

her, circle her, pin her, subscribe to her podcast.  Don’t 

ask me why, just do as I say (mom coming out in me). 

This will take minimal effort on your part I will add her 

links at the end of this report in the resource section. 

“SEO especially if repurposed and shared on Google+.  

Sharing pins on other network will help cross promote 

audiences form one platform to another.” 

Pinterest is doing a great job in curating for you.  But I 

am sure you want to see additional benefits from your 

efforts on Pinterest, so let’s elaborate on Cynthia’s 

answer. 

Each board and individual pins on Pinterest have a link 

associated with them, you can also have the option of 

embedding them.  

Below are some promotion steps for your Pinterest 

Pins: 

Write 2 or 3 tweets about your pin and put them in your 

automation 

Take the physical permalink and share it on Facebook 

and not just on your person profile or business page, 

but also in groups using the appropriate hashtags. 
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Take the link and share it on your Google+ Profile, 

communities, and pages.  If you are using 

Friendsplus.me and have it connected to your LinkedIn 

profile your pin’s image will show on the post in 

LinkedIn also saving you a step from manually posting in 

LinkedIn.   It is a premium service but starts at $2.99 - 

$4.99 a month and syndicates from Google+ profiles 

and pages to LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook. 

Do a screencast video of your pin, upload to YouTube 

with a call to action.  How I would do this is highlight 

pins I wanted repined in a google hangout.  Make sure 

to give a call to action of subscribing to your channel 

and following you on Pinterest. Use the annotations 

YouTube offers.  Then Pin the video into Pinterest on to 

a board titled: “Best Pins from Dream Baby Shower” or 

“Pins of the week from Eleanor Prior”. 

Grab the RSS feed and syndicate it with IFTTT.com 

recipes to your Tumblr, Twitter, and Facebook. 

Here are feed examples: 

http://pinterest.com/dreambabyshower/feed.rss 

http://pinterest.com/eleanorprior/mom-bloggers-las-

vegas/rss  

Snag a picture of your pin and share it  

http://pinterest.com/dreambabyshower/feed.rss
http://pinterest.com/eleanorprior/mom-bloggers-las-vegas/rss
http://pinterest.com/eleanorprior/mom-bloggers-las-vegas/rss
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Tweets are not pretty, I mean how can you make 140 

characters or less pretty or should I say pinnable? My 

favorite way is http://pinstamatic.com.  Pinstamatic will 

take your latest tweet and make it pretty… 

 

When I started hanging out with some of the mom 

bloggers I had this image of “The Wonder Boys” on a 

post and in this group I am in they do different things on 

different days.  So Saturday was a Pinterest Party, 

where you put a link in the comment thread to a post 

you want pinned via the Facebook group.   Now I don’t 

know about you but I find these two gentlemen 

adorable.  I was pinning and repining everyone’s posts 

and then I noticed my link was getting no pin linky love.  

I mentioned this to the group moderator, and do you 

http://pinstamatic.com/
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know she had the nerve to tell me my (The Wonder 

Boys) where not pinnable! 

 

 

From that moment on I was off on a mission to prove 

my posts where pin worthy!  I thought to myself I will 

show them, little did they know I had done a Pinterest 

training webinar.   I pulled out my big guns and went to 

Presenter  Media and found a transparent image and 

then opened up my Photoshop, this was pre PicMonkey 

for me.  Not only did I make a pinnable image I did a 

kick but screen cast training them how to use 

Pingraphy! I had purchased some PLR images from 

Nicole Dean that had quotes and came in PSD format 

that I repurposed for this.  

 

http://eleanorluvs.com/presentermedia
http://eleanorluvs.com/picmonkey
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Let’s talk Collaboration Boards…..  I wrote a blog post 

and yes this is me being a tad bit lazy, but it was an 
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Amaze Balls post if I do say so myself.  The following is 

my post: 

 

As someone who loves to pin, it never occurred to me 

that there could be cons to collaboration boards. 

Recently, some of the mom bloggers here in Las Vegas 

where talking about this at New Media Expo and why 

they don't accept invitations. They had valid points, but I 

think the benefits out way their arguments. So I decided 

to write this post on "The Benefits and Cons of Pinterest 

Collaboration Boards". 
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First I thought it would be fun to show you how to create 

a collaborative board on Pinterest. 

If you love to pin, you might want to consider inviting 

someone to pin with you. Whether you are planning a 

trip with your family or throwing a dinner party for your 

friends, group boards provide an easy way to use 

Pinterest as a collaborative tool.  (Now take this whole 

http://eleanorprior.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/pinterestcollaborationboards.jpg
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paragraph and repurpose towards internet marketing 

content, kindle books, affiliate promotion) 

Just follow the simple steps in the video to get started.  

http://youtu.be/aI507UGB5Xw  (watch this later) 

The down and dirty of what collaborative boards on 

Pinterest are, is a group of people who can add pins to 

one board instead of just one person. I love this, because 

it is good for control freaks who don't like to step out of 

their comfort zones. It helps you build relationships with 

those you invite to collaborate with you. Getting ahead of 

myself here, but If I have a relationship with you and I 

see one of your pins. I will repin it just to give you some 

pin linky love. Or if I need to have something pinned or 

repined I can straight up ask for it. 

The benefits of Pinterest collaboration boards are 

endless. 

 Benefit = Traffic is the biggest Benefit! 

However, it has to be a team effort. 

 Benefit = Followers on Pinterest, new people 

will discover you when they check out the board 

and you have shared pins or the person who 

created the board pins or repins you. 

 Benefit = Exposure to other Pinterest users that 

you may have not met. 

 Benefit = You can build buzz as a group 

http://youtu.be/aI507UGB5Xw
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 Benefit = The board can be promoted via social 

networks just like other boards. Twitter, 

Facebook, Google+ resulting in new followers, 

traffic to your blog, and it will grow! 

 Benefit = Meet the other collaborators, and 

follow them. Build a relationship with them. 

 Benefit = They are fun! It is a party inside of 

Pinterest. 

What are the cons? 

 Con = Creator can delete board and has full 

control over it. However, sshhhh don't tell 

anyone, because it is a secret... But you can pin 

the same pin on other boards... just a thought. 

 Con = Board creator is the Queen, and you and 

the other pinners are the Princesses. Again, no 

big. Princess Diana always out shined Queen 

Elizabeth. She still does even from the grave. 

Think I am a loon for saying so? Just go do a 

search for them both in Pinterest.  I'm right 

aren't I? 

So here are some guidelines for a board creator to follow: 

In order to add a Pinner as a contributor you have to be 

following at least one board that belongs to them. 

Then Type his/her username into the text field as I 
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showed you in the video above. Don't forget to save 

settings on the board when done. 

The contributor will receive an invite, it will look like 

this: 

 

If they don't accept it don't resend it. As you see in the 

picture it is obvious to them and it will notify you when a 

contributor accepts. 

This is the Pinterest collaboration board for Mom 

Bloggers Las Vegas, we would like to invite you to follow 

it.  Just click on the image and follow!  Now get to 

collaborating! 

http://eleanorprior.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/pinterestcollaboration7.jpg
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So there you have it Collaboration Boards Rock for 

repurposing! 

That is the end of the blog post, can you imagine the fun 

you could have with this type of board.  Not to mention 

you can make secret boards into collaboration boards to!  

How much fun could you have with your affiliates that 

promote your products with a secret collaboration 

board? 

PicMonkey, oh how I love you!  I could not live without 

you PicMonkey! Yes I have Photoshop but I just love 

PicMonkey more.  Besides I am not a graphic artist and 

Photoshop was useful in proving my point, that I could 

be pinnable.  PicMonkey is “Boss” when it comes to 

sharing, not to mention they have a phenomenal 

http://eleanorluvs.com/picmonkey
http://eleanorluvs.com/picmonkey
http://pinterest.com/eleanorprior/mom-bloggers-las-vegas
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Google+ Community.  (I swear the star was blue when I 

screen captured the image, now it is purple my favorite 

color) 

 

 

And a Chrome Extension, just click the image I hyper 

linked it, I did this so you could check out Kelly 

Lieberman she hosts the weekly #PinChats and has an 

amazing community in Google+  and Facebook.  So click 

the Tweet and go follow Kelly! 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/100564064159675684796
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/112416749167188575547
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/112416749167188575547
https://www.facebook.com/groups/pinchat/
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Here is the link to the tweet:  

https://twitter.com/Tribe2point0/status/350067333366

153216 

Kelly also answered my question on Google+ and this 

was her answer:  Pins of the week, top Pins, most 

commented on/repined/liked. 

Let me share some visuals so you can get an idea of 

what I do when it comes to promoting webinars, 

affiliate products, and now my Kindle books for 

Pinterest using PicMonkey.   

https://twitter.com/Tribe2point0/status/350067333366153216
https://twitter.com/Tribe2point0/status/350067333366153216
https://twitter.com/Tribe2point0/status/350067333366153216
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This image and the image below it have “Call to 

Actions” in them for the Kindle book and the Skype 

group. 
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I have a 600 x 600 image with my branding on it, one 

with a watermark that has my tag line on it and 

sometimes that gets in my way.   
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Then a blank one with just me on it, where I usually 

have it watermarked with my cloaked affiliate links.  

http://eleanorluvs.com/xxxx 

 

My other favorite resource is Presenter Media  where I 

can grab a variety of transparent logos to add to my 

graphic or create new graphics.  Here are a couple of 

examples 

http://eleanorluvs.com/xxxx
http://eleanorluvs.com/presentermedia
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As an affiliate I promoted both of the products and 

what you see above is snippets of content from the 

sales page and email scripts that where provided by the 

affiliate managers for these programs, which I turned in 

to visually appealing pin worthy images.  FYI I would 

love to see all affiliate programs create some pinnable 

graphics for their affiliates. 

Here are a few Pinterest image ideas to create: 
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Podcast Image, this is Cynthia’s and yes I am giving her 

tons of love in this report because she answered my 

question and as you can see she is Pintastic! 
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Newsletter / Opt in Image I forgot that I had this made 

when I rebranded… hmmm maybe I should pin it! 

 

 Do not forget your “Calls to Action”, I am getting more 

in more in the practice of doing so myself, by adding a 

request to repin, tweet, and share the link love.  
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A call to action could also be: 

For the full recipe or full story or amazing free video go 

here:  http://example.com 

Your watermark, put it on your image it pins a ride 

where ever your image is repined.  

Psst... Guess what a watermark is also a call to action.  I 

know when I see a domain name in a picture and the 

picture is inviting I visit the site.  Remember not every 

Pinterest user is savvy about Pinterest Etiquette and 

may have removed your link. 

Instagram with the phone, iPad, or iPod I screen shot 

my pins and Instagram them with hashtags.  For a few 

reasons.  Where shall we start? 

Ok yes Instagram is a mobile platform, so that translates 

to mobile traffic.  Yes I know you cannot put clickable 

links in the comments but you can put a clickable link in 

your bio.  To me this is potato – patoto, because again if 

a picture is enticing enough I will copy and paste text to 

visit the site. 

Case and point my girl Kimberly Sneed over at 

http://anightowlsblog.com Oh I have so much to say 

about Instagram my mind is gushing. Ok back on point 

to my girl. 

http://anightowlsblog.com/
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You’re saying Eleanor what is so pinnable about this 

image?   
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Statigr.am allows you to search by hashtags  
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Statigr.am is just one of many, there is also 

http://web.stagram.com in this screen capture you see 

a graphic I created for pinning and posted in 

Instagram.com.  Hashtags play a big part in Instagram, 

make sure to use them in your description of your 

Instagram photos.  

http://web.stagram.com/
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I mentioned Stacy Teet earlier and well wouldn’t you 

know girl led me down a rabbit hole!  I was checking out 

what was new with her postings in Google+ and she was 

talking about how she started a new feature sharing the 

Top 5 Pins of the Week.  The pins are her’s and she 

views the ones from the previous week and picks the 

pins with the highest repins. Of course she used 

PicMonkey to create the beautiful collage of pins…  

Because she is savvy like that! 

You can see them at the rabbit hole – Sulia.com.  Which 

at first glance reminds me of Rebel Mouse, but with 

Likes, Pushes and Comments.  Like I said rabbit hole.  
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But just like Rebel Mouse and Pinterest it is obviously a 

curation site – backlink love. 

 http://sulia.com/stacyofksw/f/8b73fee9-6811-485f-ac14-

d784f1ac9091/ 

 

http://sulia.com/stacyofksw/f/8b73fee9-6811-485f-ac14-d784f1ac9091/
http://sulia.com/stacyofksw/f/8b73fee9-6811-485f-ac14-d784f1ac9091/
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Speaking of Rebel Mouse, this is a cake walk!  My 

activity curates on my profile 

http://rebelmouse.com/eleanorprior from tweets, pins, 

status updates etc... I have not even begun to use it to 

its ability. 

 

 

 

Pinlinky Parties / Pinterest Hop aka Link Parties / Blog 

Hops 

Just in case you are not familiar with Link Parties and 

Blog Hops they are a great free way to drive traffic to 

your blog posts that have affiliate links in them.  Yes 

http://rebelmouse.com/eleanorprior
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they have other purposes which is to drive traffic to the 

blog that is hosting them.  But the way I see it, everyone 

wins.  How do you distinguish between a Link Party and 

A Blog Hop?  

 

Link Party: 

Platform for other bloggers to add a link 

Place a widget 

Links a specific post for blog readers 

 

Purpose: Sharing a specific post 

 

Blog Hops: 

Links for bloggers to see other blogs 

Link is to home page 

Same list on each participating blog 
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Purpose: Blog link and meeting/networking with other 

bloggers 

 

 

Why Link Up: 

Share your content on other blogs 

More exposure to social media venues  

 

Let’s talk about link parties and blog hops guidelines: 

Link parties use specific posts 

Blog hops use your home page 

Follow link party topic 

Include link back to host 

Use your own content 

Use your best post even if it is an old post with good 

traffic 

Make sure to follow the theme 
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Make sure every blog post has a picture 

 

You are probably wondering what blog hops and link 

parties have to do with Pinterest?    

Google “Pinterest Link Party” along with doing a search 

in Pinterest, and you are more than likely to find blogs 

that are hosting this particular type of link party.  Some 

will be a specific topic while others are open topics 

anything goes (within reason make sure it is in good 

taste). 

The host will probably want you to follow them on 

Pinterest in exchange for you adding your pin’s link to 

the link party.  Here are some ideas if you wanted to 

host your own. 

Create a board on Pinterest for your Pinterest Link Party 

or Pinterest Link Parties (if you don’t want to create 

your own board).  Then when you add you pins link to a 

party make sure to pin some of the other participant’s 

pins.  Why?  Because it is a nice thing to do and it will 

help you be engaging along with grow your followers on 

Pinterest. 
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When I asked Cynthia how she would take her content 

and re-purpose it  for Pinterest  she said she would take 

the same content for video demonstration/ screencast, 

then into slide presentation and then into infographic  

or instructographic creating a new pin.   

Monetization happens when people click through your 

pins to your website or affiliate link and purchase!  This 

can be Amazon Products, Internet Marketing, Google 

Adsense, ads etc… But keep in mind even though 

Pinterest wants to be known as a place to search 

instead of another social network, there is still a social 

aspect to it, since you comment and tag users.  

This is how I repurpose my content on Pinterest and 

outside of Pinterest around the web.  Thank you for 

reading and I hope this info was beneficial to you. Let 

me acknowledge now that some of these tasks can be 

time consuming, so if you have the option of 

outsourcing that will be your best bet. 

Lastly I make sure that people are encouraged to pin 

from my site, and follow me.  I do this by using a plugin 

called Pin Up Pro, it is a premium WordPress plugin 

from Damien Rufus.   You can grab yours here 

http://eleanorluvs.com/pinuppro 

 

http://eleanorluvs.com/pinuppro
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Resources 

  

Here are the resources I promised aka Links back to 

some amazing women.  

Wendy Walker Cushing  

http://wendyshat.com 

Stacy Teet 

http://kidsstuffworld.com  

Becky Sangha – Business Marketing With Pinterest 

http://eleanorluvs.com/pinterestmarketing 

I didn’t talk about Becky in this report but she has an 

amazing course all about Pinterest Marketing.  Click the 

link above! 

Cynthia Sanchez 

http://ohsopinteresting.com  

Kim Doyal  

http://thewpchick.com/reachli-pinterest-income-

advertising-and-analytics-at-its-best/  This is where you 

http://wendyshat.com/
http://kidsstuffworld.com/
http://eleanorluvs.com/pinterestmarketing
http://ohsopinteresting.com/
http://thewpchick.com/reachli-pinterest-income-advertising-and-analytics-at-its-best/
http://thewpchick.com/reachli-pinterest-income-advertising-and-analytics-at-its-best/
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can download a guide to Reachli.com  What can you do 

with Reachli.com?  

In their words:  Create and share engaging posts for the 

world to see.  Easily post your content across social, 

mobile, and the web. Discover trending content and get 

post suggestions. 

Reach more people with a single click.    

I thought you would enjoy the free download. 

 Pin Up Pro by Damien Rufus 

http://eleanorluvs.com/pinuppro 
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